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Under the proposed changes as I read them, small scale breeders will fall into the same
set of requirements as the large commercial operations. Licensed breeders with* Kl license
would no longer be able to maintain, breed, whelp and raise meir dogs within meir homes-but
this b exacfry the sera^g item which I want to te
was raised in a home from breeders who are careful about the healm of the^dogsMheir
temperanKnt^and bred doffl that look hltt me breed they are supposed to bel These breeders
would have to either stop raising dogs or build facilities to meet the cotnmercial breeders'
standards which are not the way I want a puppy I'd buy raised. The proposed regiuations favor
the large scale operations mat will have the budgetto build these usterikn^ond facilities and
hire staff to maintain me outlined record fceepmgirquireinents.Why^wedonH even require 20
minutes of dairy mandated physical exercise for our children in schools^but for dogs we do!
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I want to be able to buy a dog directly from a reputable breeder, not a pet shop or large

scale commercial kennel. I want to know that:my puppy was raised in a loving home and exposed
to a variety of household situations. I wanfbe able to buy 8 dog bred wim thought to health
temperament, given lots of human contact and exposed to everyday sights and sounds. I want to
be able to buy a dog mat was allowed to romp in the grass and was played with by children and
around other dogs. This proposal goes against the very pack nature of dogs and meir need to
social™ wim other dogs and humans. • ~ -

This effort to improve living conditions for dogs and puppies in large commercial .
operations/puppy mills is laudable. It is a great disservice though to Pa,dog lovers and the buying
public to place reputable small scale breeders under the same regulations as these large operations
that most of us object to anyway. I oppose these amendments and urge thatjthts proposal be
withdrawn. Let's put some common sense thought into the dog law and target me real culprit;
large scale multiple breed puppy firms. Why not simply try really enforcing me current dog laws
before wasting taxpayer money on regulations mat require unenforceable record keeping &
exercise standard&and will hurt the very, type of breeder mat should be praised for me manner in
which they raise meir animals? !

Sincerely,

/


